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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years several authors have extended the existence theory for the 
Navier-Stokes equations to the case of a noncylindrical space-time domain 
each J& being a bounded open subset of UP. The methods used have been 
different from the Galerkin method used by Hopf [3] in his original existence 
proof. Fujita and Sauer [2J use the so-called penalty method to deduce existence 
of a solution of Hopf’s type, i.e., one satisfying the estimate (4.2) below. Dreyer 
[l] also obtains a Hopf-type solution, with milder smoothness conditions 
on ST,, as a limit of pieced together solutions of cylindrical problems. These 
authors are unable to prove uniqueness, essentially because of the weakness 
of (4.2). In an earlier paper that does not appear to be well known, Ladyzhenskaya 
[7] uses Rothe’s method to obtain an existence and uniqueness theorem. This 
construction does not give an explicit estimate of the time derivative of the 
solution such as that obtained by Kiselev and Ladyzhenskaya [4] for the 
cylindrical case. 
In this paper we show that under the smoothness conditions set forth in 
the next section, an estimate of the Kiselev-Ladyzhenskaya type is indeed 
valid in a form which takes into account the noncylindrical nature of the domain. 
The task of estimating the time derivative turns out to be substantially more 
complicated then in the cylindrical case. We also show that the Gale&ii-Hopf 
method may be used to construct the solution, as was originally suggested by 
Sather [ll], to whom the author is indebted for help and encouragement in 
this research. 
* This paper contains the main results of the author’s Ph.D. Thesis (University of 
Maryland, 1974); the work was in part supported by an N.D.E.A. Title IV Fellowship. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
The fundamental property which we require of the ?,, is that they should 
be diffeomorphic to one another and vary smoothly with time. To be specific, 
we assume that there exists a diffeomorphism p: a0 x [0, T,) -+ ST, whose 
space and time and mixed space-time derivatives up to third order are uniformly 
bounded, and whose Jacobian determinant J is bounded below. We assume 
that 9) and all’its derivatives are defined on Z+, as well. Further,‘if $(X, T) = 
(x(X, T), t(X, T)), we assume ,that t(X, T) E T and.x(X, 0) - X. We establish 
once and for all the convention that points of a0 x [0, To) will be denoted 
(X, T) = (Xl,..., Xn, T), while points of Sr, will be denoted (x, t) = (xl,..., xn, t). 
Note that our assumptions guarantee existence of a smooth inverse for y. 
Given a real-valued function 4 defined on Sr, , the same letter 4 will also 
be used to denote the composition 4 0 y. Differentiation will be denoted by 
commas, e.g., q,= = aq/aT. To prevent confusion, the variable X will be 
superscripted with Greek indices; Roman indices are used for’ the variable x. 
(These indices will also be used for the components of vector fields on 
Q,, x [0, To) and SrO .) Thus q,K = ai/aXK and q,k = i?q/hS. On occasion 
these indices will be Juxtaposed, and it should be noted that q,Kb # qsKK , while 
tt.61 = !?,lk . 
In the remainder of this section we set down the notation we shall use with 
reference to the various norms and function spaces which arise,in the treatment 
of,,the Navier-Stokes equations. C”,,(Q,) and Cnao(Sr,) will denote the spaces 
of Cm vector fields having divergence zero and compact support in L& and Sr, , 
respectively. H,(Q,) and H1$&) will denote the closure of Cl,(&) in L2([Wn) 
and HI-(Iw”), respectively. It is well known that the orthogonal complement 
of H,(L$) inLs(L?,) is the space of gradients of H1 real-valued functions on Q, . 
(* / .) and / . 1 will d enote the usual L2 inner product and norm. For H1,(Q 
we adopt the inner product 
with I/ . j/ the corresponding norm. The repeated indices are ofcourse summed 
from 1 to n, as they will be throughout the.paper. 1 * iI, and I * 18,4 will denote 
the norms in L~(lfV) and D~(lL!” x [0, To)), respectively. In the estimates, 
we shall several times use Poincare’s inequality 
where C, depends only on the width of Q, and so may be chosen independent 
of t. We shall also use the following special case of Sobolev’s inequality: 
I v 11) < w, 4 I v II-h II 7J II?, x = a - (UP)], (2.2) 
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where n > 2 and 2 < p < 2rz/(n - 2) and p < co. Finally, the quadratic 
nonlinearity in the ‘equations gives us a trilinear form 
B(u; v; w) = IQ ulvkslwk dx, 
t 
which has the property that B(u; v; w) = --B(u; w; V) provided only that u 
has divergence zero and one of the three arguments vanishes on 852,. 
3. T~~ANSFORMATION OF THE EQUATIONS 
Let us begin with the classical formulation of the initial boundary value 
problem. Let 
r = u ai& x jtj, 
o@cT, 
and let f, g, and u,, be vector fields defined on ST, , T, and Qa , respectively. 
Suppose that, for each t, $so,g . v ds = 0, v the outward unit normal vector, 
The vector field u = (ur,..., z.P) and the scalar field q are to satisfy: 
(1) Uk,t + uw ,1 - Uk,ll ==.f” - Q,k > (3.1) 
2.41 31 =a 134 
uk(*, 0) = uko ) (3.3) 
uk Il. = gk. (3.41 
We have for simplicity assumed unit density and kinematic viscosity. 
It is convenient to replace condition (3&4) by a homogeneous boundary 
condition by extending g to a divergence free vector field + defined on a11 
of S, and letting v = u - 4. As we shall see shortly, this extension does not 
present serious difficulties. Equation (3.1) then becomes 
vk,t + vzvk,l + ~“vk,l + vz$k,, - vk,ll =f”” - q,k > (3.5) 
wheref” = fk - iLkgt - z,P+~.~ -I- z,!J”,~~ . Condition (3.3) is replaced by vk(., 0) = 
wka = u k,, - $“(a, 0). Finally, the weak form of the problem may ‘be stated as 
(11) v e G&rJ~ 
v(*, ‘3 E -,(a) for a.e. t E [O, T*), 
I To NV Ix,t> + WJ +*;x; 4 + mJ;x;$l + (a lX,dl"Z~ 0 
= ,-(vo I xc.2 0)) - I," ( f" I xl dt (34 
for all x E C2JSTJ. 
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We shall’ demonstrate the existence of a weak solution which satisfies the 
a priori estimates of the next section. These estimates *will’in fact imply that 
we have a somewhat stronger solution of the type described in [8, pp. 143-1441. 
We shall assume that the data satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) 16 and its derivatives up to second order uniformly bounded on Sr, , 
(ii) JJr GL2(STo); jEL2~“(STJ if n = 3, 
(iii) V0 E H’,(S2,) n H2(Q0). 
While the conditions on 4 can be weakened somewhat; this leads to rather 
delicate manipulations later on, and our aim here will be to simplify as much 
as possible a complicated problem. 
The main a priori estimate will be obtained by means of transforming the 
problem (I) to the cylinder Q,, x [0, T,,) To do this we must first show how 
to transform divergence free vector fields on Sr to divergence free vector 
fields on Q, x [0, T,), which we do by means of he following.lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let CKk denote the cofactor 
where h denotes omission. If v = (VI,..., vn> is a Cl vector jield on ST, and Vk = 
CKkvk, then VK,~ = JvkSk . 
Proof. All sums will be indicated explicitly. Let ‘(Xb , ZJ E Sz, x [0, T,,), 
let B be a ball centered at X0 contained in Q,, . Applying. Gauss’ theorem and 
changing variables in the resulting boundary integral, we have 
= $lJrcBjvk,kdx = &-l)k-l~ztaBl vkdxl A ... A,& A ..a A dxn 
(3.7) 
Since this equality holds for any ball B centered at X,, and vk,k is assumed 
continuous, the conclusion follows. 1 
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Clearly, if v is divergence free with respect to x, then V is ,divergence free 
with respect to X. Note that CKk = JXK,, . We shall also let Ok, = J+cic,,~ . 
The problem of extending the boundary data g is now easiIy solved. If we let 




g-vds = 0, 
afi, a4 
where N and dS denote the outward unit normal and surface element on iB, . 
As shown in [S, pp. 24-271, G ma y now be extended to a divergence free vector 
field Y on Q, x [O, T,), and setting #k = Dk,YK it follows that # is a divergence 
free vector field on ST0 agreeing with g on r. 
If we now put Eq. (3.5) in terms of the variable (X, T) on the cylinder, 
we have 
@,T + xa,,v”vk*, + (X”,z# + xa,,) vk,a + vz#k,i 
= J-l(~K”‘ok.a>,K +“fk - xK,kq,K 2 (3.8) 
where 01”~ = JXK,rX”,z . It is v,~ that we desire to estimate; so that it will stand 
out in future calculations, we shall henceforth denote it by w. To obtain a 
gradient of q with respect to X, we multiply (3.8) through by xk,&. On the 
cylinder we then have the problem: 
(III) Xk,&(Wk + X”,p”vk ,A + (xa,zlcz + Xh,t) Vk,A + 16”,P”) 
= Dk&Khvk,~),,c + F” - q,, > 
vK,K = 0, 
vy*, 0) = vko ) 
vk &) = 0. 





4. A PRIORI ESTKMATES 
We begin with an estimate which is the same in the cylindrical and non- 
cylindrical cases. If we multiply (3.5) by vk and integrate, we obtain 
(V,t Iv) + II v II2 = Ul v) - %4 J,b; 4. (4.1) 
In an effort to maximize simplicity, we estimate the Errst term on the right-hand 
side as 
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Canceling appropriately and integrating from 0 to 7, we have 
I v I2 + s,’ II v 11’ dt < I vo I2 + j-’ (Co’ If I2 + 2 I V# Im I+J I”) dt. 
0 
Applying Gronwall’s inequality to this gives 
I v I2 + LT It ‘u II2 dt 
< lvo12exp (lT 2 I W Ia dt) + LT Co2 If I2 exp (lT 2 I V Im h) dt., (4.2) 
This inequality holds for all 7 E [0, To). 
We next wish to obtain an estimate of I/ v /j in terms of I ZI I and j w I. This 
can be done by replacing v,~ in (4.1) by w - xl,rv,r . Next observe that 
- s xZ,~V~,~V~ dx = 4 I x’,~,v~v~ dx, 
and hence 
II u II2 = -(w I 4 - S(div(x,,)~ I 4 + Cfl 4 - W; 4; 4 
~l~ll~l+lf”ll~l+~r~l”~ 
where a = 8 I div(x,,)l, + I V# Im . 
(4.3) 
Finally, if n < 6, it follows from (3.5) and Sobolev’s inequality that v. E 
fWQ,> n ffY5;?,) 3 zu(., 0) = w. EU(SZ,). A careful proof of this fact is 
complicated somewhat by the necessity of integrating against a vector field 
which is orthogonal to Vq in order to eliminate q. Note that w vanishes on I’ 
but is not divergence free, while v,~ is divergence free but does not vanish 
on l7 What works is to look at the cylindrical problem (III). If we multiply 
(3.9) by VU,~ = Cu,wm + Cum,, V~ and integrate with respect to X, q drops 
out and we may obtain the desired estimate for w. . We omit the details. 
The main estimate raises the level of complication one more degree. We 
now differentiate (3.9) with respect to T, after which we express all derivatives 
on v and w in terms of x and t again, as the estimate will take a more convenient 
form if we do this. The final result is: 
Xk,u(Wk,t + ww, z + VZWk,l + #“w”,z - wk,zz) 5 x*,a(xk,,xa,z*” + xk,Ja,t),Tvk,2, 
+ x”,,(xk,.Xa,Z),T~zvk,~ + (Xz,p~z,&‘vk + (x’,pT + xz,,&z,k)wk 
- JDku.TVk,ZZ - D~~LLx~.~(~~~,Tx~,~v~,E),~ = F@,T - q,rrT . (4-4) 
If we multiply (4.4) by VQ,~ and integrate over Q. x [0, T] (T < To), then 
change the domain of integration to S, and integrate by parts appropriately, 
we eventually arrive at the equation: 
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8 I w I2 + f II w II2 dt 
The values of the coefficients in (4.5) are: 
The next step, of course, is to use the right-hand side of (4.5) to bound 
the left-hand side. In several cases it is necessary to cancel terms on the right 
with terms on the left. We shall spare the reader most of the details, doing 
only a few sample estimates. As one example, if we let A2 = sups, CL,,=, (Akm)2t 
then 
s A,,wkvn”dxi~AIwlIvl+AIwolivol 0 
< 4 I w I2 + A2 I u I2 + A I w,, I I vo I. 
We then cancel the first term with the first term on the left-hand side of (4.5). 




w”v”,,wk dx < jj v /j 1 w 1,” < C(n) /j ZI Ij j w jlz’2 // w lj2-fn’2) (fl = 2,3,4)> 
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by Sobolev’s theorem. For n = 2 we have 
II u II I w Iis G 2-1’2 II v II I w I II w II d B II w II2 + II v II2 Iw 12, 
hence T - ss w%~,~w~ dx < 1, ‘-8 0 .c,’ II w II2 dt + LT II v II2 Iw I” dt. 
(The coefficient Q is chosen because eight terms on the right-hand side of 
(4.5) must be canceled by the single term on the left-hand side.) The situation 
for n = 3 is more complicated because at this point jl v j/ is only known to be 
square integrable. We have, using the inequality ab < halih + (1 - h)bll(l--h), 
II v II I w 14” < 3V’* II v II I w v2 II w l/3’2 < i II w II2 + 2 II 7J I!* Iw I2 
< B II w II2 + 2 II 7.~ II2 Iw RI w I I c I + IfI I v I + a 1~ 12), 
by (4.3). Thus unlike the case of n = 2, I w I3 enters in. 
Upon completing the estimates of all the terms of (4.5) for n = 2, one arrives at 
I w I2 < K + j-‘ (P(t) + Q(t) I w I”) dt, (4.6) 
0 
where K(T) = SUP[~,~~ 4A2 I ZI I2 + 4A 1 w, I I v. I + 2 I w. I2 and Q(t) = 4E + 
8 II v iI2 (E2 = supo, C,“,,=, (Ekm)2). P(t) is polynomial of degree at least 2 in 
I v 1, )I v/I, and IF,, 1, and of degree at most 2 in 11 w II and ) F,T 1, and so is 
integrable because of condition (ii) of Section 3 and estimate (4.2). The depen- 
dence of P on the various coefficients in (4.5) is of course very complicated. 
Integrating (4.6) by Gronwall’s inequality, we have 
I w I2 G K exp (s,’ Q(t) dt) + lT p(t) exp ([’ Q(s) h) dt. (4.7) 
For n = 3 we obtain 
I w I2 G K + iT (R(t) + s(t) I w I2 + 8 I 2, I /I v 112 l w I”) dt, (4.8) 
where now S(t) = 4E + 8 ]I 2r I]“(1 + / Jj I o / + a 1 v 1”) and R has properties 
similar to those of P. We integrate this by means of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let u be a positive bounded function such that for some positive 
monotone function k and positive integrable functions p, q, and r and some 01 > 0 
4~) < k(4 + ST [P(t) + q(t) 44 + W4W+“l dt ” 
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for a2E 7. Then 
for all 7 such that the denominator in (4.9) is positive. 




(u(t)p < 19 exp ill ( jot MS) + exfl(s))“l ds) 
w(t)(u(t))” exp (--o( it r(s)(u(s)>* ds) < olc”r(t) exp (LX L’ q(s) ds). 
Integrating from 0 to 2- gives 
1 - exp (--a iT r(s)(u(s)~ ds) < aa joT r(t) exp (a it q(s) ds) dt, 
exp (--a iT r(s)(u(s))” d-s) 3 1 - 01c” L’ r(t) exp (a IO’ q(s) ds) dt, 
and finally 
e cn exp(a .fi q(t) df) 1 - oc*ra c r(t) exp(ol J: 41s) ds) dt - II 
We now apply this lemma with a: = 4 to conclude that 
as long as the denominator is positive. 
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5. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREMS 
In view of the detailed treatments.of similar problems which are available 
in the literature, for example [8, pp. 141-146, ,156~162$ we shall not prove 
Theorems 1 and 2 in detail. The approach is to construct Galerkin approxima- 
tions to the solution of problem (III). Let {@,,j$?=r be an orthonormal basis 
of H&2,) which is also total in H2(Q,) n Hr&&,). Let Va(*, t) E Span@& ,..., @s} 
for each t, and let vks = DkKVKe and wka = v$ r . Let the time varying coef- 
ficients of the @s be chosen so that vs(., 0) ---f z+, ‘in H2(Q,,)and so that 
.I xk,u(wke + jTzvtvke,~ + VA,,+’ + X”,,) v”e,,~ + $“,zv”s> @‘“y dX 
= 
i 
Dku(~KAvke,A),K + Fu) c?“,, dX, Y = l,..., B, (5.1) 
as suggested by (3.9). Th is is then an initial value problem for a system of 
ordinary differential equations. It isnot difficult to show, that the solutions 
exist for all time and satisfy the estimates (4.2), (4.3) and (4.7) (n = 2) or 
(4.10) (n = 3). One may then pass to the limit and show that the limit is a 
solution of problem (II). Moreover, as shown in [8, pp. 144-1461, the solution 
is unique. Thus we have the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that n = 2 and that the data satisfy the hypotheses 
(i), (ii), (iii) of Section 3. Then there exists on ST, a unique sohitiora of problem (II) 
satisfying the estimates (4.2), (4.3), and (4.7) for all 7 < T, . 1 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that n = 3 and that the data satisfy the hypotheses 
(i), (ii), (iii) of Section 3. Th en OY some +r,, > 0 there exists on ST, a unique solution f 
of problem (II) satisfying the estimates (4.2), (4.3), and (4.10) fey all 7 < r,, . 1 
If T, < co, it is easy to show using (4.2) that (4.10) is valid on all of SrO 
provided only that 1 v,, 1 and if”/2,2 are sufficiently small. If To = 00 we must 
add a few extra hypotheses to guarantee existence of our solution for all time. 
Examining (4.10), we see that the denominator exceeds 
1 - 4 (K + 6 R(t) dt)1’2 exp (4 Lrn S(s) ds) som 1 v j /j v II2 dt. 
As noted earlier, R is polynomial in j v I, 11 v 11; and ‘1 F,= I and will be integrable 
on [0, CD) provided / v / is bounded and jl v /I is square integrable, which in 
turn holds if I V# Ico,i < co, by (4.2). Also, 1 21 / boundedsimplies K bounded. If 
additionally I w,, / and lfj2,2 are sufficiently small, then sr 1 ZJ / // v 112 dt is as 
small as desired. Finally, we turn our attention to S(t) = 4E + 8 /I v j/‘(l + 
If-1 1 v I + a I ZJ 1”). The second term is clearly integrable. For the first term, 
we have 
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Since Dk Pm T = -5 xlc a 
9 
showi in i12 pJ $I ,,~%zT~- xk,u~CUml = sf-l.f,~a’rn - Xk,Tm 3 and since, 
>‘* ?,T X1 BTl, we have 
J&in = XE,Tlskm - (2x”,, + $‘),m . 
We have already ,assumdd V# EL*J(S,J. If we additionally assume V(X,~) E- 
LzJ(STO) then E will be integrable. Thus we have 
THEORFM 3. &&wse~n = 3, TO = GO. If in additiolz to G-UP &her hypotheses 
we have O#, V(x,r) e Lm~l(&) and 1 vO 1 and 1 f [2,2 sujjkiently small, then problem 
(II) has a unique solution m alZ of S, satisfying (4.2), (4.3), and (4.10). 4 
Remarks. (1)’ The condition on # in Theorem 3, or a slightly weaker varia- 
tion, must also be.imposed in the cylindrical case; since x,r gives the velocity 
of points of .Q, , including those on the boundary, it should come as no surprise 
that it must satisfy the same condition as the boundary data. (2) An interesting 
special case of the general problem is that in which the diffeomorphism y is 
everywhere volume preserving, i.e., J E 1, and the fluid motion on the boundary 
follows that of the walls of the container, i.e., we may take $J = x,~ ; this leads 
to a slight simplification of some of the coefficients in (4.5). (3) While uniqueness 
is essentially proved in [8] within the class of solutions satisfying (4.2) (4.3) 
and (4.7) or (4.10), a solution satisfying these estimates is actually unique 
within the larger “Hopf” class of solutions satisfying only (4.2). This may 
be shown by means of a modification of the proof given in 113, pp. 84-851; 
while that proof did not require the existence of a square-integrable time 
derivative, the time derivative does seem to be needed in the noncylindrical 
case. (4) For n = 4, a theorem similar to that stated in [13, p. 771 is valid; 
a somewhat more complicated version of the proof given there shows this. 
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